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The Why: Environmental Scan

The Why
Environmental scan to
create:
 Scholarly
Communication Office
 Institutional repository

Leading efforts
 Dr. Penny Beile,
Associate Director. UCF
libraries
 Scholarly
Communications Task
Force

The Why
Findings? Everyone
had a bibliography!
Faculty
Department
College

Campus need to
collect, organize, &
showcase
publications

The Why
*Warning*
Copyright &
permissions
Bibliographies &
full-text posting
done in silos
No outside help

SHOULD they? Not
just can they?

The Why: We Can Help
Scholarly Communications is in the academic
library’s wheelhouse
Provide expertise
Copyright & permissions
Metadata

Decentralized approach leads to inefficiency
Each department dedicates time to web page upkeep

Centralizing leverages economy of scale
Cost savings & better return on investment (ROI)
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/dd/Turn_to_Clear_Vision_(2082157079).jpg/640px-Turn_to_Clear_Vision_(2082157079).jpg

When you search for scholarly papers on a
topic, which do you prefer?
14

A list where every result has full
content immediately available.

24

A more comprehensive list of
results that includes some items
for which full content is not
available.

7

I do not have a preference.

7
14

24

Survey of faculty at Kansas State University

The Project Overview

Normalize

Citation
Manager

• EndNote
• RefWorks

Spreadsheet

• Excel
• Access

The Project Overview: Tools
Indexes

Spreadsheet (Excel)

 Affiliation name searches in either Scopus or Web

 Wider availability

of Science (WoS)

 Most simple and straightforward

 Export records to format corresponding to
preferred citation manager
Citation Managers (Optional)
 Normalizes metadata from different schemas
 Automatically attaches a unique record identifier
 Options for customized export schema

Access (Relational Database)
 Enhances capability
 Larger & bulkier infrastructure
 Time investment to setup & maintain

The Project Overview: Tools
Indexes
Affiliation name searches in either Scopus or Web of Science (WoS)
Export records to format corresponding to preferred citation manager
Citation Managers (Optional)
Normalizes metadata from different schemas
 Automatically attaches a unique record identifier
Options for customized export schema

The Project Overview: Tools
Spreadsheet (Excel)
Wider availability
Most simple and straightforward
Access (Relational Database)
Enhances capability
Larger & bulkier infrastructure
Time investment to setup & maintain
https://c5.staticflickr.com/6/5459/6997698500_10b8506f9b_b.jpg

The Project Overview
Deduplication
By hand, match & sort by title &
ISSN
Automated via citation manager

Automated permissions checking
Is the publisher version allowed in
IR?

Deduplicate

Permissions
Check via
Sherpa/
Romeo API

Publisher
Version
Allowed in
IR?

The Project Overview
Publisher Version Allowed
Confirm Sherpa/Romeo
Confirm & add embargo

Publisher
Version
Allowed in
IR?

No

Add
Metadata &
Authority
Control

Yes

Hands-On
Verify
Permissions

IR
Ingest

Confirm & add rights
statements
 CC license (if applicable)

Download & prep
manuscript

Add
Manuscript

The Project Overview
Add Metadata
Name & keyword
formatting
Author identifiers

Publisher
Version
Allowed in
IR?

No

Add
Metadata
& Authority
Control

Yes

Hands-On
Verify
Permissions

IR
Ingest

 Institutional
 Orcid

College/Dept. affiliation
Prep for IR ingest

Add
Manuscript

The Project Overview
Institutional Repository

Faculty &
Department
Webpages

Single source for bibliography
Represent manuscript whether hosted on
IR or on publisher site

RSS or system feeds integrates bib into
faculty and department web pages.
Social scholarly network link to IR for
durable and consistent URLs

IR

Social
Media
Discovery
Layer

Show and Tell: K-Rex Faculty Bibliography

Show and Tell: K-Rex Faculty Bibliography

Show and Tell: STARS Faculty Bibliography

Show and Tell: STARS Faculty Bibliography

Complications with Linking
No hosted manuscript
Rely on OpenURL links
UCF can generate links…
Digital Commons can autogenerate links…
DOI ca link…
http://bestandworstever.blogspot.com/2013/12/trouble.html

Getting out of the IR box
Searchers
probably not
coming to IR
OAI-PMH
harvesting:
OIAster & other
EDS
Domain Irs?
https://www.flickr.com/photos/crumley/160490011

Two Paths to Discovery
MySQL

PHP
Script

JavaScript
in EDS

Faculty
Bib Icon

Normalized
data

IR

OIA-PMH

Collection
Filter
In EDS

Faculty
Bib
Record

OAI-PMH into EBSCO Discovery
But can you spot
the Faculty
Bibliography
records?

Faculty Bib in EBSCO Discovery Service
University icon next to records
from ANY source
OpenURL links to publisher
hosted full text
In the future, link back to the IR
record

Implications: What is the right role of the IR?
 Green OA platform?
To promote the University as a whole?
Documentation for employee assessment?
The street goes both ways

http://www.kcmblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/y-sign.jpg

Implications: Have IRs failed?
Time to re-think the institutional repository? Richard Poynder
Are institutional repositories a dead end? Aaron Tay
Let IR RIP - Eric Van de Velde

Implications: Role of the IR
The point of IRs, in my view, isn’t to disrupt the existing scholarly publishing
system, but to allow it to be expanded and diversified by providing access and
stewardship for material that mainly falls outside of the traditional
scholarly publishing system as it exists today – both material created by
faculty and material created by the institution, or departments or other
groups within it.
Clifford Lynch, Coalition for Networked Information

Implications
Harvesting
Controlling where these records are harvested into

 Google
Metadata only records in IRs distort search results
Deprioritize actual full-text content for the IR

Promote more works of the authors, even
without full-text
Can represent non-traditional scholarly works
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/85/Vincent_Van_Gogh_-_Corn_Harvest_in_Provence_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg

The metadata-only question
Is this a
useful find?

Automagical Author and Manuscript Checking
APIs to check author organization in WoS,
Scopus
API to check for citation and/or full content in
IR
OAdoi

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d0/Poster_of_Alexander_Crystal_Seer.jpg
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